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must be exchanged to facilitate compiling a criminal
dossier1 .
In our approach the Public Prosecution has a central role
and is responsible for providing the infrastructure that enables
other organizations to securely add information and securely
access information in criminal dossiers. Together, these organizations form a semi-open environment: an environment in
which organizations are known and have control over their
own information. This paper discusses some of the details involved in implementing a distributed agent-based information
management system that allows secure information exchange
across multiple organizations. In contrast, earlier work [1],
[6] on distributed agent-based information management has
mainly focused on finding information in open network, i.e.,
the Internet.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section gives some background on the context in which
the ACCESS prototype should function as well as on the
AgentScape platform. Section III illustrates the design of the
system in some detail and Section IV gives more information
on the actual ACCESS prototype implementation. The paper
ends with a discussion and conclusions.

Abstract—Securely managing shared information in distributed environments across multiple organizations is a challenge. Distributed information management systems designed to
this purpose, must be able to support individual organizations’
information policies whilst ensuring global consistency and completeness of information. This paper describes a multi-agent
based prototype implementation of a distributed information
management system, for distributed digital criminal dossiers.
The prototype implementation runs on the multi-agent platform
AgentScape.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ANAGING shared information securely and efficiently
across multiple independent organizations is a challenge [2], [14]—the challenge this paper addresses. Individual
organizations manage their own information locally on their
own systems, according to their own information policies.
If information is to be shared, however, additional systemwide policies and mechanisms are needed to manage global
correctness and consistency.
One example of an environment in which information
needs to be shared between multiple semi-independent organizations is the environment in which the Public Prosecution compiles and manages digital criminal dossiers.
These criminal dossiers are currently being used in the
Courts of Amsterdam and Rotterdam in a number of
pilot studies. Earlier work in the Agent-based Criminal
Court Electronic Support Systems (ACCESS) project [11],
[12], [13] has focused on the high-level design and security of a distributed agent based architecture [4] that
manages information based on the notion of distributed
digital criminal dossiers. This paper describes a prototype implementation of a distributed information management system, that runs on the multi-agent platform
AgentScape [7].
The main advantage of a distributed architecture is
that it allows physically distributed information sources,
such as Municipalities and the Prison Systems, to
be, and thus remain, responsible for the integrity of
their own information content in a digital dossier.
By law, the Public Prosecution is responsible for the
compilation and maintenance of criminal dossiers.
Dutch law also dictates which information can and
978-83-60810-14-9/08/$25.00 c 2008 IEEE

II. BACKGROUND
This section briefly introduces the notion of Distributed
Digital Criminal Dossiers compiled and managed by the
Public Prosecution. See [11], [12], [13] for more detail
of compilation and management of distributed dossiers in
complex and adaptive environments. This section also briefly
introduces the AgentScape [7] agent platform on which the
prototype runs.
A. Context
In the semi-open environment in which the Public Prosecution compiles
and manages digital criminal dossiers, information is shared
between multiple semi-independent organizations. On an experimental basis and in specific pilot studies such criminal
dossiers have been used in the Courts of Amsterdam and
1 Please note that all legal and procedural details discussed in this paper are
interpreted in the context of Dutch law, but can be extended to legislation of
other jurisdictions.
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Rotterdam. This paper describes the architecture and implementation of a distributed multi-agent system architecture [4],
designed to improve consistency, completeness, integrity and
security of the information in digital criminal dossiers.
The physically distributed sources of information distributed
over different organizations are depicted in Figure 1 below2 .
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Fig. 1.

Public Prosecution is responsible for synchronization of the
data within the digital criminal dossier as a whole and for
the final version of the dossier that is sent to the judge for
judgement in trial.
Note that the term ‘dossier’ is overloaded. In this paper the
focus is mostly on criminal dossiers. Other dossiers include
administrative dossiers, dossiers managed by the Council for
Child Welfare, and, in general, all documents types that can
contain references to other documents. In the remainder of
this paper the term ‘dossier’ refers to dossiers in general,
while ‘criminal dossiers’, ‘administrative dossiers’ etc, refer
to specific dossier types.

Information Sources for a Digital Criminal Dossier

The Public Prosecution determines if (and when) an individual is to be prosecuted based on the law and the information
available. Once decided, the Public Prosecution creates a criminal dossier for the case. Each newly created criminal dossier
contains standard (meta-)data, and crime specific (meta-)data.
Different organizations are responsible for different information in the criminal dossier. Administrative information,
for example, is managed and maintained by the defendant’s
local authorities3 and information on a juvenile defendant’s
family situation and social environment is the responsibility
of the Council for Child Welfare4 . Distributing both the data
(information) and the responsibility for the data ensures that
information in digital dossiers is kept as up-to-date as possible.
Changes in data are flagged by the relevant organizations and
transmitted to the Public Prosecution for synchronization of
the complete (distributed) criminal dossier.
The criminal dossier as a whole is the responsibility of
the Public Prosecution whilst relevant data are maintained
and stored by the organizations responsible for the data. The
2 In this context, the Police have a special role. The Police provide information needed for compiling criminal dossiers by others (Public Prosecution, Probation officers etc), but cannot, for example, change information in criminal
dossiers once a criminal dossier has been created by the Public Prosecution.
Thus, information exchange between the Police and other organizations does
not occur via distributed digital criminal dossiers.
3 In the Dutch context all citizens are obliged to be registered in one and only
one Municipality. Municipalities are responsible for keeping administrative
records of their residents. Please note that not all countries have such
administrative records at the governmental level, e.g. the USA do not maintain
any administrative records at this level.
4 In the Dutch context, it is the task of the Council for Child Welfare to
investigate all aspects of a crime that involves minors, including the family
situation and other relevant social factors, and to provide a motivated advice
for suitable punishment (if applicable) of the suspect to the Courts.

AgentScape [7] is a multi-language mobile agent middleware platform designed to support scalable, secure, distributed
multi-agent applications. Agents can migrate between virtual
domains called locations and can negotiate resource requirements before migrating [5]. An AgentScape location consists
of one or more hosts running the AgentScape middleware, typically within a single administrative domain. Each AgentScape
location runs a location manager process on one of its hosts.
Each host has its own host manager. An example of two
AgentScape hosts is depicted below in Figure 2. Multiple
locations together with a lookup service form an AgentScape
world: a distributed multi-agent system. The prototype implementation, discussed in this paper, is an example of an
AgentScape world.
The AgentScape kernel provides low-level secure communication between the higher level middleware processes and
between agents, and provides secure agent mobility. Agent
servers provide language dependent run-time environments for
agents, Web service gateways [8] support Web service access
and monitoring using the SOAP/XML protocol. Two versions
of the kernel have been implemented, in Java and in C.
Agent
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The AgentScape middleware architecture.

III. A PPLICATION D ESIGN
The ACCESS prototype application is designed to be managed decentrally. Data is stored in digital criminal dossiers,
fields of which are distributed among different locations (organizations). The contents of each field in a criminal dossier is
automatically updated by the location responsible. This section
describes how the information and locations are structured.
A. Distributed Digital Criminal Dossiers
Dossiers are implemented with a light weight ‘skeleton’
framework based on XML. Fields in this XML document
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contain keywords and references to other (possibly, but not
necessarily, XML-based) documents. The distributed nature
of the dossier is acquired through references to documents
on both local and remote systems.
The root of each criminal dossier, created by the Public
Prosecution, always includes the dossier number, creation
date, access control lists, type of offense, (a reference to) the
defendant’s administrative data (in an administrative dossier),
and the original police report concerning an incident. It also
includes mandatory and optional information for each specific
offence. Such information is used by the Public Prosecution to
check completeness of a criminal dossier—a criminal dossier
is only complete if all mandatory information is present. It
provides the structure needed for automated completeness
checks [12].
This paper assumes that standard XML templates exist for
each type of offence, and that these templates are used by
the Public Prosecution to structure the meta-data in a criminal
dossier5 .
A distributed digital criminal dossier thus consists of a
number of documents in a networked structure distributed over
physically distributed locations with the Public Prosecution as
the central coordinator. Note that a digital criminal dossier
may only be referenced by other digital criminal dossiers.
All digital criminal dossiers themselves are controlled by the
Public Prosecution, an important security requirement. The
root of each criminal dossier, maintained by the Public Prosecution, also contains information such as logging information
on who altered or accessed information when, and when the
last backup of the dossier was made.
B. Principals
Many users interact with the information management
system (using agents) concurrently, from different locations
(organizations). These users can be divided into three types
with different administrative rights:
1) Users of the information management system
Users of the information management system interact
(read, write) with dossiers to perform their jobs as
judges, (legal) clerks, public prosecutors, etc. As users
of the information management system they cannot add
or remove dossiers and templates, and they don’t have
permission to change the configurations of the system.
2) System administrators with administrative rights of the
infrastructure
Administrators can be further divided into world and location administrators. The world administrator, a person
assigned this role by the Public Prosecution, maintains
the AgentScape world. Note that the world includes
the lookup service and the central user and template
repositories (also see Section IV-C). Location administrators, are assigned their roles by the locations they
represent, have the task to maintain local configurations
5 See [12] for a proposal to use automatic clustering techniques to construct
(part of) this information automatically.
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and infrastructure, i.e., the host machines, within their
location. Both types of administrators can add users to
the system and specify their roles (judge, prosecutor etc).
3) The owner of the criminal dossiers—the Public Prosecutor
The Public Prosecutor is the owner of all criminal
dossiers. The Public Prosecutor is the only person who
can create (or destroy) new criminal dossiers. The Public
Prosecutor assigns access rights to roles (see below), and
roles to users.
Note that in our approach, access to (and subsequent manipulation of) a dossier by users of the first type, users of the
information management system, is only possible via agents.
The owner of the criminal dossiers, the Public Prosecutor, also
uses agents to create and delete dossiers. These agents are
their only means of accessing the system—the ‘single point of
entry’ for each user into the information management system.
C. Access Control
The semi-open nature of the application domain makes
access control a particularly interesting challenge.
The solution proposed in this paper is based on a twotier access model. The first level in the model is based on
role based access control (RBAC) [10]. Each ‘role’, such
as judge, lawyer, public prosecutor, or clerk, has certain
rights with regard to the criminal dossier. This typically
depends on specific security policies, for example, a clerk
may only add information to a criminal dossier, not delete
or modify anything, while a public prosecutor may change
existing information in the criminal dossier and even create
new criminal dossiers. Roles are also distinguished for all of
the organizations associated with a dossier. The role based
access control list is generated from the high level security
policies. Each template includes the RBAC list associated
with the offence for which the template has been designed,
specifying which access rights are associated with which role.
Additionally, the second access level uses access control
lists (ACL) [3] to determine the access rights of an individual
user, within each of these organizations, after the RBAC list
has granted access based on the user’s role. Each individual
dossier, i.e., an instantiation of a template, specifies, in its
meta data, the names of specific users and their access rights:
it specifies per user who may read or change, information in
a dossier. For example, suppose that a specific RBAC assigns
judges (those with the role of judge) read access to a specific
type of dossier. The ACL, however, specifies which individual
judges have permission to read a specific instance of a dossier.
It may specify that only Judge A has read access. In this case,
Judge B, although a judge, may not read the contents of this
particular dossier instance. Thus in order to read fields in a
digital dossier (via an agent) a user not only has to be assigned
a specific role, he/she also has to be on the access control list
of a specific dossier.
This distinction between roles and individual users is crucial
in all dynamic environments. Security policies are based on
this distinction. Security policies based on roles are relatively
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static (or at least ‘long lived’) and are typically globally
valid (at all possible locations), while individual-based access
control lists are typically dynamic (or ‘short lived’) and
often apply to specific dossiers. Individual-based control lists
change, for example, when a dossier is handed over to another
clerk within the same organization, or to another judge. The
combination of static and dynamic access control rules are
designed to limit ‘label creep’ [9], (i.e., that access control
regulations make all data more difficult to access, including the
less sensitive information.) Section III-D describes how this
two-tier access control mechanism is represented in dossier
templates and instances. Note that the ACL is not mandatory—
if not specified the globally defined RBAC lists are used to
regulate access to dossiers.
Once roles have been distinguished and access rights assigned to users, users need to be able to be identified by
the different systems within the different organizations. Authentication is needed. In practice, authentication is done by
assigning each user a name and a password. Each username
is assigned one or more roles. This information is stored in a
central user data repository6 which is unique for the specific
environment, i.e., an ACCESS world and managed by the world
administrator. This repository can only be accessed by users
within this world who have been assigned the role and the
right to maintain this information.
Users, however, do not interact directly with any one of the
systems or repositories. A user interacts with an agent that represents that user, see Section IV-A below. Once authenticated,
a user’s agent is provided with a unique set of credentials with
which his/her agent can be identified/authenticated.
Note that access control is not the only security issue in this
environment. Other security features, such as secure communication between location, backup mechanisms, integrity checks
and others, are discussed in detail in [13].
D. Data Types
As stated earlier, dossiers are structured according to templates. Which template is used depends on the offence (for
criminal dossiers) and may also depend on other information
(e.g. administrative dossiers, probation dossiers, etc). A template specifies the constraints and the (type of) information
that a dossier must or may contain. The listing in Figure 3
shows a (simplified) example of a template in XML format.
The template describes administrative dossiers that store information of a subject.
This template shows a role based access control list
(RBAC). The RBAC list in a template states the permissions
each of the roles have on dossiers that are based on this
template. The RBAC list in the template in Figure 3 states
that (all) mayors have the right to both read and write entries
in dossier instances (but not in dossier templates) and that all
mayors furthermore have the right to change the (optional)
ACL of a dossier instance. Administrative clerks may both
read and write administrative dossiers based on this template
and judges are only granted read access.
6A

data repository is typically a database running on a location.

<Template>
<Meta>
<Name>AdminInfo</Name>
<ID type="Value" mandatory="true"
content="Integer" />
<RBAC>
Mayor:R-W-ACL,
AdminClerk:R-W,
Judge:R
</RBAC>
<ACL type="Value" mandatory="false"
content="String List"/>
</Meta>
<Fields>
<Field name="Name" mandatory="true"
type="Value" content="String"/>
<Field name="Title" mandatory="false"
type="Value" content="String"/>
<Field name="SocialNum" mandatory=true"
type="link" content="SocNum"/>
</Fields>
</Template>
Fig. 3.
mation

An example of a dossier template containing administrative infor-

The template also names the fields in a dossier instance,
including their format, and specifies whether a field is mandatory or optional. In this listing, “Name” and “SocialNum”
(social security number) are mandatory, “Title” is optional.
Name and Title are String values, SocialNum is a link to a
dossier. The link must in this case, always point to a dossier
of type “SocNum”.
Depending on their assigned roles and permissions, users
may be able to modify a dossier instance, however they are
never allowed to modify the template. The RBAC list inside
a dossier can only be modified by the world administrator,
if permission is given by a public prosecutor. Note that the
RBAC list is mostly static and will typically not change often.
The following listing shows an example of an instance
of part of the administrative dossier, based on the template
“AdminInfo” depicted in Figure 3. Consistency of required
fields and types are checked automatically. More sophisticated
consistency checks (spanning multiple dossiers) are performed
by specialized agents, see Section IV-A. As required by the
template, string values for the mandatory fields “Name” and
“SocialNum” are specified.
The mandatory social security number field “SocialNum”
contains a link (format [refId]@[location]) pointing to
dossier ID 12432, located at location “SocNumRepos”. The
link points to a dossier possibly at another location. The precise content of this dossier is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the AgentScape implementation of the ACCESS prototype,
different locations store different kinds of information. Links
point to different types of documents, e.g. pdf files (such as
the original arrest warrant), movie files, dna profiles and other
document types, stored locally or remotely.
The administrative dossier has the RBAC list inherited
from the administrative dossier template. Note that the RBAC
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<Dossier>
<Meta>
<Template>AdminInfo</Template>
<ID value="123876"/>
<RBAC> <!--Inherited from template-->
Mayor:R-W-ACL,
AdminClerk:R-W,
Judge:R
</RBAC>
<ACL> Judge:Judy:R <!-- only Judge Judy
is allowed to read this dossier.
Access rights for mayors and
administrative clerks are still
determined by the RBAC list. -->
</ACL>
</Meta>
<Fields>
<Field name="Name" value="George"/>
<Field name="Title" value="Dr"/>
<Field name="SocialNum"
value="12432@SocNumRepos"/>
</Fields>
</Dossier>
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E. Data Repositories
Within the ACCESS prototype application, information is
stored at different locations. There is a central repository for
user information and templates (managed by the world administrator), and one or more central repository for the root files of
individual distributed digital criminal dossiers. These criminal
dossiers contain references to information stored decentrally
in repositories managed by repository owners responsible for
the contents.
Managed by world administrator

Users

Templates

Repository A

Repository C
Repository B

Fig. 4. An example of an (administrative) dossier instance –based on the
template in Figure 3– containing administrative information

inside a dossier instance is a local cache of the template
RBAC and is only used in case of malfunctions (e.g. when
the network is down). But whereas the RBAC specifies the
permissions for all dossiers based on this template, the dossier
ACL specifies the permissions for this specific dossier, thereby
refining the RBAC list. For the dossier instance in Figure 4
the ACL refines the access of judges: According to the RBAC
list, of the template in Figure 3, all judges are allowed to
read administrative dossiers of this type. The ACL of the
administrative dossier instance refines the RBAC and restricts
the read access to only one judge,the judge named “Judy”.
The ACL does not specify any information on users with role
“Mayor” or “AdminClerk”. Thus users that have these roles
are not further restrained in their access rights. In summary:
• The dossier ACL is optional. If the ACL is not specified
in the dossier, then the RBAC list in a document’s
template determines the access rights assigned to users
on the basis of the roles they have been assigned.
• The dossier ACL is more restrictive than the template
RBAC. If a user’s role is not assigned specific rights
in a document template’s RBAC list, the user cannot be
assigned these rights in the dossier’s ACL. If this error
occurs, it is noted, and access denied.
• If the dossier ACL contains a rule for role R, then
users with role R will only be granted access if he/she
is mentioned in this rule. (If the dossier ACL does
not contain a rule for role R, then users with role R
automatically gain all rights from the template’s RBAC
list.)
Note once more that a dossier ACL is a refinement of a
template’s RBAC list. A dossier ACL can be made whenever
appropriate.

Fig. 5.

ACCESS world organization

Users of the information management system at one location
can include references to dossiers at other locations in their
own dossiers, allowing information at the different locations to
be managed by independent owners. Consequently, all updates
to a dossier X at location A will automatically be part of all
dossiers referring to dossier X from all other locations.
The ACCESS prototype is implemented as an AgentScape
world. The world has its own lookup service, with the names
of locations and their addresses. Access to services or repositories, outside the AgentScape world is only possible via a
WS-Gateway [8]. This issue is not further addressed in this
paper. The complete ACCESS world is illustrated in Figure 5.
IV. P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
The ACCESS prototype is agent-based and runs on
AgentScape. The implementation is not AgentScape specific
and can, with some minor changes, be implemented in other
agent platforms. The prototype supports communication between the agents and various repositories, and implements
the security policies described above. The architecture of the
ACCESS prototype is described below.
A. Agents
The ACCESS architecture distinguishes a number of different
types of agents, of which the first two form an intrinsic part
of the system.
1) Repository agents
Repository agents regulate access to documents in repositories. Each repository agent is responsible for the
documents in one repository. Repository agents regulate
access to documents on the basis of agent credentials,
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the policies specified in the RBAC lists of document
templates, and the ACL of specific dossiers. Note that
each repository agent has access to the templates and
user information to check if a particular user agent (actually, the user behind the agent) is allowed to perform
certain operations.
2) User agents
User agents represent the users of the information
management systems. These agents interact with the
repository agents to acquire access to a repository, i.e.,
each individual user agent sends the credentials of the
user they represent, their dossier ID and the actions
the agent wants to perform to the relevant repository
agent. Once authorized, a user agent can then perform
the action requested e.g. read, write (part of) the dossier
managed by the repository agent.
3) Functional agents
Functional agents add new functionality to the ACCESS
prototype. They can be inserted at runtime. Typical
examples include: (i) Consistency agents are responsible for consistency checks across different repositories,
between different dossiers. The consistency agent at
the Public Prosecution is responsible for consistency
of the information across repositories, as specified in
the crime related template. (ii) Completeness agents
are responsible for the completeness of the information
in criminal dossiers. (iii) Timeliness guarding agents
monitor time constraints (e.g. statute of limitations) with
and across dossiers and take action when necessary.
Other dedicated agents can be deployed for specific
tasks, guarding other specific types of constraints and
regulations.
Depending on the specific requirements of a domain and the
underlying infrastructure, different choices can be made with
respect to the agents deployed. For example, repository agents
may be responsible for flagging constraint violations (e.g. age
< 18) or dedicated agents may be deployed for this purpose.
The ACCESS prototype currently supports the first two types
of agents and examples of agents of the other types.

One of the main features of the ACCESS prototype is that
it supports incremental design. Agents can be added to the
system as needed, adding new functionality, in fact, at runtime.
B. Distribution
One of the main concepts in the ACCESS prototype is that
each individual organization manages its own dossiers in its
own repositories locally, within an AgentScape location. These
locations are (often physically) distributed. A lookup service
provides the names and addresses of the repositories within
a world. This lookup service contains all the information for
a single ACCESS application, i.e., for one Public Prosecution
office7 .
C. System Architecture
To access dossiers in the ACCESS world, a user of the
information management system interacts with his/her user
agent (an AgentScape agent). All communication with other
agents is performed through this agent. The user’s agent uses
the user’s credentials (derived from username and password),
to acquire access to the different repositories.
In the current implementation, the user is presented with
a graphical user interface (GUI) that communicates with the
data repositories through the user agent. While the actual GUI
window is running outside of AgentScape, all communication
and authentication checks run inside the AgentScape platform
in the ACCESS world. For an overview see Figure 7.
Graphical
User Interface

ACCESS
world

User
Agent

Users

Read/write dossiers

Repository
Agent

Check
credentials

Repository
Agent

Dossiers
Templates
Check
templates

Repository
Repository
Agent

Fig. 6.

Repository
Agent

Remote
invocations

Repository access by agent

AgentScape is responsible for running the agents and for the
communication between agents. An agent’s request (for access
to a dossier at a different location, in fact, a remote method
invocation) is always forwarded to the relevant repository
agent, possibly at a different location, on a different host.
Figure 6 shows how a repository agent provides other agents
access to a repository.

Fig. 7.

Architecture of the ACCESS prototype

In theory, all users of the information management system
could use their user agent to gain access to all dossiers in all
repositories. In practice, however, whether they are actually
allowed to view or edit the dossiers, depends on the agent’s
credentials, the dossier template’s RBAC list and the dossier’s
ACL.
7 When creating a world, the lookup service is the first thing to be
started. Then at the central location, i.e., the Public Prosecution, the user
and template repositories are created. These repositories are managed by the
world administrator: the user that created the AgentScape world.
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V. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSIONS
Information management in a distributed environment, such
as the Public Prosecution and the organizations with which
it cooperates, is an inherently difficult task. The use of
multi-agent technology has clear advantages, as this paper
demonstrates.
The basic system provides distributed and secure access to
criminal dossiers for all users inside the ACCESS prototype.
All information in the distributed digital criminal dossiers is
maintained by local organizations, such as Municipalities, the
Public Prosecution and others, providing local control and
global access to information. In addition, information is always
kept as up-to-date as possible, e.g. if a defendant moves, this is
immediately reflected in the criminal dossier, once a Municipal
updates this information in the (linked) administrative dossier.
Additional functionality can be added gradually in a modular fashion by means of new dedicated agents. Local organizations can add their own specialized agents and more globally
useful agents can be distributed to all organizations. Again
allowing maximum local control and global cooperation.
From a security point of view, as long as the computer
system of the Public Prosecution has not been compromised,
the digital criminal dossiers are not at risk. The computer
systems of the Public Prosecution, however, need to be trusted
completely. The lookup service, dossier templates and global
authentication mechanism are all hosted by the Public Prosecution. If other systems are compromised the digital criminal
dossiers are not necessarily effected. Automatic consistency
checking, performed each time part of a dossier is altered,
detects modifications. If these modifications are unwarranted
and detected by both the dedicated agent and the user, once
informed, the original data can be restored from a secure
backup service.
The current prototype implementation in AgentScape supports several hundred dossier instances distributed over half a
dozen locations. Future research will examine how well the
implementation scales in a large scale distributed environment
(10,000+ dossier instances on 50+ hosts).
The complete ACCESS prototype including a complete
distribution of AgentScape can be found at http://www.
agentscape.org.
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